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About This Series

Stan Prokopenko shows an effective approach to drawing the portrait from any angle. Then study the anatomy of eyes, nose,
lips, and ears. The information is presented in an entertaining way to keep you engaged and willing to re-watch the lessons.

Includes 2 full length, real-time demonstrations of how to take a portrait from start to finish. You’ll also get pics of 3D models
that you can use to practice and study from. Mini-lessons in the course are the same as the free versions, not extended.

Total Runtime: 7 Hours 30 Minutes

What You’ll Learn

Loomis Method: Learn how to use the Loomis Method for constructing the 3d forms of the head. This allows you to draw the
head in any angle from your imagination or from life.

Eyes: Learn the anatomy and how to draw realistic eyes step by step. Being able to draw realistic eyes brings your portraits to
life.

Nose: Learn to draw the nose by deconstructing it into major and minor planes. This will help you to shade the forms and make
the nose pop from the page.

Lips: Give your portraits luscious lips by starting with 5 squishy little pillows and then rendering the 3-dimensional forms using
tone.
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Ears: Learn how to manage the complexity of the ear with the “Y?” method. You’ll also learn “shadow mapping” to design the
light and dark patterns of the shadows.

Hair: Most people approach hair the wrong way. In this course, you’ll learn how to give hair volume in your drawings. No more
spaghetti hair!

Features

Step by Step Instruction: Receive step by step instruction on drawing each facial feature. Learn each one at your own pace and
then put them all together at the end to complete a portrait.

Real Time Demos: Most of us are visual learners (we’re artists!), so hearing it explained is not enough. We have to see it many
times. You’ll get access to real-time versions of the demonstrations so you can observe the process as it is and learn pencil

control and technique.

3D Models: Students have access to rotating 3D models that they can use to practice and study from. Both Male and Female
skulls and a Loomis Head are included in the course.

Full Demonstrations: Includes 2 full length, real-time demonstrations of how to take a portrait from start to finish. You’ll learn
how the whole process, including the layin and shading.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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This game is quite fun for being in early access and I would say it's quite worth the money.

Pros:
-The game has a very good tutorial, which makes it easy to learn
-It has a pretty fun campaign
-The multiplayer is also quite fun and even more fun if you play with a friend.
-No lag \/ connection issues in multiplayer so far

Cons:
-You can't type whatever you'd like to say in multiplayer. (There's a box where you choose phrases to say)

That's pretty much the only con I've found so far.

. Mah Jong Un. With Adventures of Shuggy, you get what you pay for. It\u2019s not that long. Individual levels range
drastically in difficulty and length, namely on account of the gimmicks. Overall though, nothing about it felt worth the
experience to me. Platforming is annoyingly floaty and movement in general feels slippery. Every level has a gimmick, some are
ok, like the rope tether, others are just a cause of frustration, like the time loop. Shuggy, the enemies, and the levels all lack
charm, or noteworthy personality, despite their cartoonish\/comical style. If you\u2019re looking to collect green cartoon gems,
Battleblock Theater is a better fit.. Game is god damn amazing, graphics are mind blowing, it looks like a damn dream, plays
like one too.
A ton of upgrades and planes and weapons kinda overwhelming, and (for me at least) makes up for multiplayer being a bit bare
bones, would be cool to have more close quarter maps with tight corridors and obstacles.

To people who give negative reviews cause of no native HOTAS support: there have been workaround posted on reddit, using
x360ce and steam controller setup to have your HOTAS setups work with this game, so stop throwing a fit, I for one would like
for them to continue releasing games on PC.

Ace Combat is one of those series that just sticks to you, and I sure would like it to continue for years to come.. I wanted to like
this game because of the cute art, but man. It's just not good.

The controls are clunky and unresponsive, but what bothers me the most are the options.
Whatever settings you turn on, the game will reset them all if you restart it.
I played windowed mode, and after dying, the game set itself back to full screen.
And finally, turning off the controller vibration does absolutely nothing - my pad still vibrated despite me supposedly turning it
off.. First soundtrack I bought on steam,at the regular price it's a bargain,on sale,it's a steal ; the original compositions are
amazing but these remixes just take them to the next level.
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Can`t use it with ps4 controller :( Spent 3 hours trying to get it to work and now i can`t even refund :( :( It`s not a bad game
though.... From the screenshots and summary, this game did not turn out at all to be like I expected. I ended up being ranted at
for an hour by cute anime girls about how Jews control the media and black people are thugs who deserve to die. Request
request pending.. I loved the first game ,finally got to play this one it's alot of fun love the political mini game part and mystery..
all pro play are crazy good. shockingly poor historically and game mechanisms about as realistic as drughts or chequers would
be. I believe I picked this up in a bundle of some description. I gave it a shot, but this game's interesting ideas are let down by
poor controls, dodgy graphics and boring, clunky mechanics.

The best part was to be the co-op aspect... but no. Get Alien Swarm or Left 4 Dead to experience a good co-operative game.

Not recommended. Another game I wish could be removed from my Steam Library.. Bomberman 64 remake and it's ♥♥♥♥ing
awesome!!!. Playing through the tutorial campaign & enjoying learning the game mechanics. The art style & music are both
cool too. Only gripes are: 1. screen sometimes shakes wildly in a weird manner when scrolling, and 2. some typos, bad grammar
(e.g. missing or misplaced apostrophes) & inconsistent style (e.g. "Machines" is sometimes capitalized & sometimes not) in the
text. Hopefully fixed in a patch. But solid gameplay & aesthetic.
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